Exhibition & Sponsorship

ICNI 2019
1st International Conference on Noncovalent Interactions

2-6 September, 2019 | Lisbon, Portugal
Dear Sponsors and Exhibitors,

You are cordially invited to join us at the 1st International Conference on Noncovalent Interactions, to be held in Lisbon, Portugal, at the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon, on September 2nd - 6th, 2019.

http://icni2019.eventos.chemistry.pt/

Besides the scientific oral and poster contributions and an attractive social program, an exhibition will also be staged along the conference with the contribution and participation of sponsors and exhibitors, which should become a key attraction for all the delegates, giving access to up-to-date information and promoting direct contacts among participants and company representatives.

We expect a participation of ca. 700 delegates from Europe, Asia, Africa and America. We have selected some of the best speakers for Plenary and Keynote Lectures. We believe that this event can be a relevant showcase for your Company, and we are glad to offer many options for Sponsorship to suit your Company’s interest and budget for this kind of events.

The Organizing Secretariat, offers numerous alternatives for you to promote your business and can work with you to create a package tailored to your company needs.

Please do not hesitate to contact us in case you wish any further information:

Dr. Kamran T. Mahmudov icni2019@chemistry.pt; kamran_chem@mail.ru; kamran_chem@yahoo.com
Tel: +351 920210423

We look forward to welcoming you in Lisbon,

The Organizing Commission
If you choose any of the below options, the following will be provided:

1. Company name and logo including link to company website at conference website;
2. Company Logo displayed on program booklet, as well as electronic and printed Book of Abstracts;
3. Flyer of leaflet of your Company will be added to the Conference bag (the respective materials should be provided by the Company);
4. Exhibition board (if you send us one printed poster, size 1.20m height x 0.60m wide);
5. Company name and logo will be advertised along the respective sponsored event (see below).

You can choose any (or several) of these options:

A. Plenary Lecture (1500 € + VAT)
B. Keynote Lecture (1200 € + VAT)
C. Invited Lecture (1000 € + VAT)
D. Oral Session (1000 € + VAT)
E. Poster session (1000 € + VAT)
F. Poster prize (1 prize 500 € + 2 prizes 250 € + 250 €) (1000 € + VAT)
G. Coffee break of day (1000 € + VAT)
H. Welcome reception (1000 € + VAT)
I. Conference dinner (1000 € + VAT)
J. Exhibition table and chair (2000 € + VAT)
Conference Venue

The 1st International Conference on Noncovalent Interactions will be held at the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon, situated at the university campus in a privileged position, with close access to public transportation, including metro (Campo Grande station, see metro map).

The venue is easily linked by metro with the airport (see metro map), with the main train stations and the town centre.

The registration desk will be in the hall of the building C3 (see Campus Map), where the lecture halls are also situated.
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